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In 1986 Meyer, Botschwina, and Burton (MBB) pub
lished a systematic and accurate ab initio study of the elec
tronic structure of Ht .1 This study contained a number of 
potential energy surfaces for the molecular ion, including 
one, the 31 term (one of which merely sets the energy 
zero), seventh-order 87 GTO corrected surface which had 
one term adjusted to reproduce the observed Ht bending 
fundamental. This surface is generally known as the MBB 
potential and has played an important part in aiding the 
laboratory and astronomical understanding of this funda
mental system. For recent reviews see Refs. 2 and 3. 

The surface has also been widely used for rotation
vibration studies of Ht at high energies. During the course 
of our recent work on this topic,4,5 it has become apparent 
that there are two slightly different implementations of the 
MBB potential energy surface in general use and that this 
difference is responsible for small disagreements between 
calculations. 

In their paper, MBB give the form of their fitted po
tential as 

n,m,k 
(1) 

where the Vn,m,k are the coefficients determined by fitting 
and the value of N determines the order of the fit. The 
coordinates (Sa' Se' t/J) are related to the atom-atom dis
tances (R 12 , R23 , R31 ), by two transformations. The first 
transformation changes the atom-atom distances to Morse 
coordinates 

(2) 

The second transformation is to symmetry-adapted defor
mation coordinates 

It is possible to express the MBB expansion directly as 
a function of (Sa' Sx, Sy) instead of (Sa' Se' t/J); indeed 
this expansion is given explicitly by Lie and Frye.6 In this 
case useful intermediate parameters in the expansion are7 

S~=S~-3SxS;, 

S~=S;-3SyS;. 

(6) 

(7) 

The more widely-used (A) of the two implementations of 
the MBB potential has been employed by Tennyson and 
co-workers,4,8 Whitnell and Light,9 Baci6 and Zhang, 10 

and Day and Truhlar,l1 and uses the (Sa' Sx, Sy) coordi
nates. The problem arises with the two terms with k=2 in 
the expansion (1): S~ cos (6t/J) and S ~ cos (6t/J). These 
terms are related to (Sa' Sx, Sy) via the identity 

S~ cos(6t/J) =~-~. (8) 

However, we now realize that, in implementation A, the S~ 
was omitted, and simply S~ and S~ were used for the two 
terms in question. We note that this error does not break 
the threefold permutational symmetry of the potential. 

The problem came to light in work by Bramley and 
Carrington,S who used an independent implementation 
(B) of the MBB surface expressed in Sa' S e' t/J and free of 
the error. Calculating band origins up to 18 000 cm - 1 (and 
using the most recently recommended fundamental con
stantsI2,13), they reproduced to within 0.1 cm-1 the results 
of Carter and Meyer,14 which disagree with those of Ten
nyson and co-workers4 by as much as 1.5 cm -1 in this 
energy range. On switching to implementation A, 15 and on 
changing the conversion factor between the unified atomic 
mass unit and the electron rest mass to the value16 used 
consistently in the work of Tennyson and co-workers,4,8 
agreement was obtained with Ref. 4 to within 0.1 cm -1. 
Two additional conclusions may be drawn: the results of 
Refs. 4, 5, and 14 are all effectively converged in this en-

Sa= (R12+R23+R31)/.Jj, ( 3 ) ergy range with respect to increases in basis size; and Ref. 

Sx= (2R12-R23-R31)/ J6=Se cos(t/J)~ 

Sy= (R23 -R31 )/ .fi=Se sin(t/J). 
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~ ___ 14 used an implementation of the MBB potential equiva-
( 4) lent to B as well as fundamental constants insignificantly 

(5) 
different from those of Ref. 12. 

To aid future work on this important molecule, the 
authors (M.J.B. or J.T.) can supply corrected (i.e., imple
mentation B) FORTRAN sources for the MBB potential on 
request. 
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